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SUMMARY
The components of efficiency, or strictly of inefficiency, in the prod
uction of lean meat from pigs is examined. Attention is drawn to the relatively
high cost of lipid accretion and of maintenance, as it is affected by growth
rate. The insensitivity of the overall efficiency to reproductive rate is noted,
and the value of alternative approaches such as the use of once-bred gilts high
lighted. The role of voluntary intake in the profitability of pig production is
examined and attention drawn to the fact that as pigs become genetically more
lean, one of the few remaining avenues for progress in efficiency will be
increasing lean-tissue growth rate by increasing intake.
Mention is made of the need for new technology to take account of the
total physiology of the animal rather than a single aspect, and the need to be
aware in striving for genetic change of increasing public awareness of welfare
issues.
INTRODUCTION
We grow pigs with virtually the sole objective of producing lean meat.
Yet lean meat or skeletal muscle is only about 35% of the live pig at 90kg. and
even in the leanest strains rarely exceeds 40%.
Of the digestible energy we give to a pig herd only about 5.7% is
recovered in the skeletal muscle and only 4.0% in the protein of muscle. If we
consider the efficiency of recovery of protein in skeletal muscle the efficiency
is rather better at 13.7% whilst the recovery of lysine is better still at about
23% of the total fed. These figures were calculated from the data of pigs
performing at a high level and indicate that there should be a rosy future for
technology and genetics in pig production. However, we must ask ourselves how it
is that nature herself appears to have been so prodigal with feed resources, when
one might have thought that the efficient production of skeletal muscle had a
major plus for the survival of the species under conditions of natural selection.
The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to why this conclusion may not be
made in such a facile way and indicate those aspects of the pig's physiology
which could perhaps be manipulated by the technology of production and by
genetic change.
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ENERGY UTILISATION
As shown above, it is the energy fraction of the diet which is utilised
with the poorest efficiency for lean meat production. A breakdown of the total
DE energy used divided into various categories is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

The partition of the total digestible energy of the
feed (DE) required for the production of a slaughtered
pig of 100 kg. liveweight.

Feed assignable
to:

MJ.DE.

%

Sow and Boar

650

15.6

Protein in muscle

166

4.0

Protein in rest
of animal

189

4.5

Heat loss associated
with total protein
deposition

303

7.3

Lipid

950

22.8

Heat loss associated
with lipid deposition

334

8.0

Maintenance, activity
and thermoregulation

1568

37.7

4160

100.0

It is immediately apparent that there are three main costs, the sow and
boar, the lipid deposition and associated costs and maintenance. Each of these
is considered in turn.
SOW COSTS
This area has recently attracted much interest. In my view, the interest
depends on the starting point. In the United Kingdom even with present strains
and with early weaning 22-25 piglets per sow per year is common. An extra piglet,
though no doubt welcomed, actually affects the overall efficiency by less than
1%. It would need a quantum leap in this category to have a sustained benefit,
and it should be pointed out that there are many potential technical innovations
which could improve numbers born such as the use of gonadotrophins, or immunosupression of the androgen signal from the ovary to the brain which normally
switches off fi.S.H. (follicle stimulating hormone). An alternative approach,
and one in which there is renewed interest, is the production of piglets almost
exclusively from once-bred gilts. Such a radical change from existing
production systems could alter the selection objectives profoundly. The basis of
production of piglets from once-bred gilts is that the maintenance cost of the
sow is spread over two productive processes, namely growth and reproduction.
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The modern gilt if properly fed during pregnancy can achieve an 80% increase in
lean tissue and this can be used to offset a high proportion of the cost of the
piglet. (Fowler, Ellis, Wood, Varley and Wood 1986. unpublished).
SUPPRESSING LIPID DEPOSITION
Many selection programmes have been directed towards suppressing backfat
thickness and so total fatness. However, as suggested by Fowler, Bichard and
Pease (1976) and demonstrated by Smith and Fowler (1979) this can be at the
expense of intake. Without doubt, the halothane gene has had a profound
influence on the degree of fatness in many ultra-lean strains. Its corollary,
stress susceptibility and a possible loss of fertility, indicates that we can
expect major deviations from the genetic norm to pose some problems of overall
physical soundness. We should be lucky indeed, if all our genetic advances were
unfettered by the need to ensure that there is no displacement of other
attributes important to the species as a whole.
The possibilities for lipolytic drugs have recently taken a remarkable
step forward with the introduction of the
adrenergic agonists among which
clenbuterol and cimaterol have already demonstrated their effectiveness in
laboratory and farm animals. (Baker et.al. 1984 and Ricks et.al. 1984) It is
clear, that such powerful agents affect the development of muscle in a positive
way too. The fact that it is becoming increasingly difficult to licence
pharmcologically active substances for animal production may mean that the
mechanism may only be used if a genetic route is found.
REDUCING MAINTENANCE
Few have been able to demonstrate that the daily maintenance costs can be
altered in a way which is compatible with improved lean growth. Boars
characteristically have a higher daily maintenance than castrates, but this may
reflect there higher level of positive metabolic activity. Similarly, we cannot
expect a high rate of growth from torpid or tranquillised pigs. The sure way
to reduce the maintenance cost per unit of lean produced is to accelerate the
growth rate thereby reducing the number of days for which maintenance must be
provided. This is an area of controversy because depending on circumstances,
reducing growth rate enhances leaness but the the same time increases the
maintenance cost.
To examine this problem, I have selected data from the tests run by the
Meat and Livestock Commission on different Commercially available hybrids in
the United Kingdom.
One component of the test was to grow pigs of the slaughter generation
under identical conditions with half fed ad libitum and half fed at about 80%
of the ad libitum intake. In tests 6 to 8, 13 companies were represented
together with the genetic control group which was taken as a good representative
of the type of pig available 20 years ago.
The data are presented to show the response of various characteristics
associated with lean to the change from restricted to ad libitum feeding.
In Figure 1, it can be clearly seen that the percentage of lean decreased
when pigs were fed ad libitum rather than restrictedly. However, in Figure 2,
it can be seen that restricted feeding was associated with a profound reduction
in the growth rate of the lean tissue. This is the essence of the dilemma. One
way of trying to resolve it is to ask what was the feed cost in kg. associated
with each kg. of lean produced. Figure 3 illustrates the feed conversions to
lean tissue and rather surprisingly it can be seen that there is very little
difference between feed levels although enormous differences between the
participating companies.
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However, feed utilization although important is not the whole story. No
allowance has been made for the time element and its inherent biological and
economic costs. How does one balance the twin virtues of lean-tissue growth
rate and lean tissue feed conversion? Geneticists have achieved this over the
years by applying various selection indices but the difficulty with this is that
it is almost impossible to visualise in biological or even economic terms what
exactly is happening as progress is made.
MARGIN PER DAY
The underlying economic question can be stated, as how can the margin of
returns less costs be maximised for each pig daily or how can the margin be
maximised for each pig place?
The second stage is to translate this into more biologically meaningful
terms. The major variable cost is feed, and the return is lean meat. The
balance between the value of lean produced per pig place and the cost of the feed
required to produce it, provides the margin out of which the fixed costs, labour,
buildings and so on must be paid, leaving the net profit. Since by definition,
the fixed costs cannot be manipulated by the strategy of feeding or the genetics,
the only concern is to provide the greatest possible margin between feed costs
and the returns.
The last step is to assign values to the feed cost which is easy, and to
the returns which is difficult. How can a value be given to the gain when it
depends on the grading? The only way round this is to state boldly that the true
value of the gain is entirely described by the amount of lean which it contains.
The assumption in this is that fat is a neutral commodity for which the farmer
should neither be paid nor fined.
Fat actually has a positive value as a commodity in diet formulation, and
in industries producing soaps, detergents, synthetic rubber etc. The factory
should easily recover the cost of its removal, and more, by selling it either
for food, feed or industrial uses. This approach enormously clarifies the
objectives.
The final step is to assign a value to lean and to feed. I have given
2^0 p/kg to lean and 13 p/kg to feed. The average margin of lean produced per
day relative to feed cost per day is shown in Figure 4 and margins for each
company in Figure 5. Quite clearly the advantage lies with the pigs fed
ad libitum which provide a greater margin per day than those of the restrictedfed group.
BREEDING OBJECTIVES AND FEED INTAKE
The calculations given above have a profound effect on breeding objectives
The implications can be considered at two levels. First, taking the results at
their face value it can be seen that although feed intake affected the margin it
did not affect it as much as did the source company. In fact, pigs from
companies giving the highest margins were better on restricted feeding than
others on ad libitum feeding. Indeed the company with pigs having the lowest
intake on ad libitum feeding had a higher margin than all others except one.
However, the implications for the future are that when pigs have become
lean enough there is only one route to go to improve efficiency and that is to
make them grow faster, and persuade them to eat more feed per day. To this end
we need to identify those pigs which not only do more with less, but actually
those which do alot more with some more feed. We are looking eventually for
pigs which can grow at nearly 2 kg/d on 4 kg of ordinary feed, and grow lean
at 750 g/day. This may seem incredible, but a few pigs are already three
quarters of the way there.
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TECHNOLOGY AND INTAKE
There are many factors about the environment and presentation of feed
which affect intake. However, it now appears that physiologists are obtaining
a better understanding of at least the short term control of intake. Several
gut hormones, which either switch hunger on or off are now being defined, but as
yet no clear mechanism has been elucidated to control appetite in the longer
term. However, recent interest in growth hormone, suggests that it not only has
a major effect in prolonging the growth phase but also enhances intake. It
remains to be seen whether GH manipulation has a potential for increasing the
growth rate of highly selected pigs particularly boars. The hope is that it will
have a positive value and that a genetic route to exploit it may be found.
SCOPE FOR PROGRESS
Genetic improvement must take account not only of o. productive attribute
but of the whole animal. It is self evident, but perhaps it should be said, that
all the non—muscular parts of the animal have an important function. Animals with
fat cover are better protected from the environment, and all the offal parts have
a critical role in digestion, metabolism, detoxification and reproduction. The
reduction of animal science to gene splicing, biochemistry and nutrient delivery,
will not succeed if we are oblivious of the functional needs of the animal.
Recent concern about the welfare of stock, reminds us that pork consumption is
not a necessity. It is more to do with what we perceive as the quality of life
of ourselves. It is as easy to offend our aesthetic senses by genetic and
biochemical insults as it is by physical abuse of the animal. It is important
that as we try to improve our livestock, we bear in mind our responsibilities
as husbanders as well as scientists.
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Fig. i. The percentage of lean tissue in the carcasses of pigs kept by thirteen commercial
companies at two levels of feeding, calculated from values from the Meat and Livestock
Commission ( 1 9 8 2 ). (•), Overall means.
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Fig. 2 . The growth rate of lean tissue in pigs at two levels of feeding by thirteen commercial
companies, calculated from values from the Meat and Livestock Commission ( 1 9 8 2 ). (•), Overall
means.
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Fig. 3 . The feed required (kg/kg lean tissue gain; LTFC) in pigs kept by thirteen commercial
companies at two levels of feeding, calculated from values from the Meat and Livestock
Commission ( 1 9 8 2 ). (•), Overall means.
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Fig. 4 . The relation between the daily cost of feed ( 1 6 p/kg) and the value of lean tissue produced
daily ( 2 2 0 p/kg) for pigs at two levels of feeding: restricted (R) or ad lib. (AL), calculated from
values from the Meat and Livestock Commission ( 1 9 8 2 ).
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Fig. 5 . The margin between feed costs (p/d) and the value of lean tissue produced for thirteen
commercial companies feeding pigs at two levels of intake, calculated from values from the Meat
and Livestock Commission ( 1 9 8 2 ). (•), Overall means.
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